Microwave spectroscopy of the seeded binary and ternary clusters CO-(pH2)2, CO-pH2-He, CO-HD, and CO-(oD2)(N=1,2).
We report the Fourier transform microwave spectra of the a-type J = 1-0 transitions of the binary and ternary CO-(pH2)2, CO-pH2-He, CO-HD, and CO-(oD2)N=1,2 clusters. In addition to the normal isotopologue of CO for all clusters, we observed the transitions of the minor isotopologues, (13)C(16)O, (12)C(18)O, and (13)C(18)O, for CO-(pH2)2 and CO-pH2-He. All transitions lie within 335 MHz of the experimentally or theoretically predicted values. In comparison to previously reported infrared spectra [Moroni et al., J. Chem. Phys. 122, 094314 (2005)], we are able to tentatively determine the vibrational shift for CO-pH2-He, in addition to its b-type J = 1-0 transition frequency. The a-type frequency of CO-pH2-He is similar to that of CO-He2 [Surin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 233401 (2008)], suggesting that the pH2 molecule has a strong localizing effect on the He density. Perturbation theory analysis of CO-oD2 reveals that it is approximately T-shaped, with an anisotropy of the intermolecular potential amounting to ∼9 cm(-1).